THE BLACK DEATH was one of the most transformative events in human history. The spread of the *Yersinia pestis* bacteria meant that the 14th century saw a plague that may have killed up to 200 million people, and somewhere between a third and a half of all Europeans.

This is such a central moment in medieval history that we knew that we would have to design a system around it somehow. *Crusader Kings II* has epidemics and illnesses, but nothing on the scale of this pandemic. The trick, as always, was finding ways to make Black Death-like events interesting and challenging without forcing players to just throw up their hands because everyone in their court is falling down dead.

We bring you *The Reaper’s Due*, a new expansion DLC for *Crusader Kings II* with a deadly theme.

Once we started working on the Black Death, our design opened itself up to a further investigation of how the game has presented illnesses, prosperity, and the effects of depopulation.

There has been the usual attempt to balance history as we know it with the history that people lived – there is nothing like a civilization level disaster to bring out both the most hopeful and most base parts of humanity. There are dozens of new events to help immerse you even more deeply in one of the world’s most dramatic medieval role-playing strategy simulation games.

We admit that this is a short list.
THE ORIGINS OF the Black Death are pretty much settled. Archaeologists have found traces of the bubonic plague bacteria in medieval Central Asian graves. The flea that carries the plague probably traveled along the Silk Road with traders or hitched a ride with nomadic raiders until it reached Anatolia, where it quickly spread with merchants, armies and pilgrims. It wiped out somewhere between a third and a half of Europeans and was seen by many as a divine judgment – or a supernatural portent of worse things to come. In a time before germ theory, the Black Death brought accusations, suspicions, and a fresh reboot for scientific understanding of health and sickness.

In The Reaper's Due, the appearance of the Black Death is something you can configure in your starting options. The default is that the plague will appear after two-hundred years have passed in your game. You can also opt for an historical start, with the plague appearing in the mid 14th century or a random beginning, meaning the plague could appear long before you are ready for it, or long after you would expect it. You can even set the game for multiple recurring killer epidemics, because some of you really like a challenge.

The effects of the Black Death in The Reaper's Due are significant. Once it has infected a province, there is a very high chance that characters in the province will catch the disease. Provincial taxes will plummet. The province's population will be greatly reduced, adding further penalties. The Black Death will have a greater impact on settled populations – nomads won't get it at all, and tribal populations have a much lower chance of infection.

The bubonic plague will generally start at the Eastern edge of the map in India or Central Asia and spread along the Silk Road. You will be alerted once the plague has begun and if it reaches your kingdom.

Other Diseases and Epidemics
Though the Black Death is the most dramatic outbreak of the game, it is, in fact, just the worst of a new Disease and Epidemic system.

Characters now get symptoms of a disease and the symptoms might linger before it is diagnosed as a specific ailment. So, vomiting or fever will be noticed before it is understood as tuberculosis or cancer. Symptoms may come and go without any diagnosis at all.

While you have symptoms, you can be treated by your Court Physician, a new title that you can give to any character at your court with learning of 15 or higher. Your physician will prescribe a course of treatment that may or may not be successful. Either way, the character will feel the effects.

Some diseases can turn into epidemics. Smallpox, slow fever, tuberculosis and so on will spread according to their own specific rules. Most of these epidemics will have a minor effect on population, but they could certainly have deleterious effects on anyone in the infected region.

The new Epidemic Map Mode shows the spread of current epidemics. You can easily find ongoing epidemics by clicking on the skull emblem to the upper left of the screen beneath the character portrait, in the place where you can find the Crusade information for active Crusades.

**Stopping Epidemics**

Epidemics and diseases will eventually run out of steam, but you can prevent them from infecting your provinces or court in a few ways.

First, if there is an epidemic in your realm, your character can choose to go into Seclusion. This isolates the court from the rest of the kingdom, preventing anyone from making contact with people who might carry the disease. Seclusion is fairly effective but carries with it a number of penalties to good realm management. There are also new events tied to Seclusion. If this is an option for your character, you will get an alert at the top of the screen.

Second, as your Construction technology level progresses, you will be able to build Hospitals in your kingdom. Hospitals reduce the chance of a province getting infected by an
epidemic and can therefore act as a brake on an epidemic getting out of control. Hospitals are built on the Trading Post/Fort flyout tab accessed by clicking the arrow on the right of the province information screen. They can be upgraded, and even include Leper Colonies, which reduce the likelihood of rebellion.

**Consequences of Epidemics: Depopulation and Scapegoats**

Beyond the usual issues of a disease infecting your court and your promising young son getting the pox and losing his mind, epidemics now have the risk of Depopulation in your provinces. Depopulation is most likely with the most serious diseases, and the return of an epidemic to a ruined region can further damage a province.

*There are three levels of depopulation.*

- **LEVEL 1 DEPOPULATION:** Taxes, garrison, levy and supply limit reduced by 20%
- **LEVEL 2 DEPOPULATION:** Taxes, garrison, levy and supply limit reduced by 40%
- **LEVEL 3 DEPOPULATION:** Taxes, garrison, levy and supply limit reduced by 60%

On the plus side, each Depopulation level adds a bit of defence against further infections, since fewer people will be in contact with each other.

Depopulated provinces also have the risk of starting a chain of events where some of your subjects begin to look for scapegoats for the new disease. Crusader Kings II takes place at time where superstition often outweighs science, so your subjects may point the finger of blame at local minorities, witches, pets, or God himself.
WITH THE BAD, we have to offer a little bit of good. There should be a reward for sound realm management, so we have introduced the concept of prosperity. A province that has seen neither disease nor war for a period of time will be considered Prosperous, bringing greater wealth to your realm and less rebellion. There are three levels of prosperity, each unlocked as the province remains peaceful and healthy. If a province is under siege or sick, however, it loses a level of prosperity.

- **LEVEL 1 PROSPERITY:** +10% tax, +20% levy reinforcement rate, -1% revolt risk, -10% disease defense
- **LEVEL 2 PROSPERITY:** +20% tax, +40% levy reinforcement rate, -2% revolt risk, -15% disease defense, +10% to province supply limit
- **LEVEL 3 PROSPERITY:** +30% tax, +60% levy reinforcement rate, -3% revolt risk, -20% disease defense, +20% to province supply limit

You can see a province’s level of prosperity on the province information screen below the technology information. It is also represented on the map by a series of icons reflecting agricultural or commercial plenty.

You can also name a Crown Focus province in your realm. This province, carefully watched by the crown, will gain prosperity faster than other provinces and will have beneficial events tied to it. You must choose a province that is within your personal demesne.
OTHER NEW THINGS IN THE REAPER’S DUE

CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE PUNISHMENTS: To add to the flavor of CK2, The Reaper’s Due will include descriptions of tortures and executions that are appropriate to the culture you are playing. Not every society punishes its rebellious nephews in the same way.

MORE DETAILED PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS: The catch-all character description of “maimed” has been changed to give greater immersive detail for the person. They may be missing a limb, have a disfigured face, be missing an eye, and so on. Where appropriate, the portrait art will reflect the new description.

END OF DAYS EVENT CHAIN: During the horrors of the Black Death, many will draw the conclusion that the end of world is at hand. People may start seeing omens and prophecies all around them.

REINCARNATION AND ETERNAL LIFE EVENT CHAINS: Though Hindu rulers always had reincarnation based events, similar events have now been expanded across the known world. But why die at all? Alchemists, saints and explorers are searching for that secret that will let you live forever.
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